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Blick in den Kern der Circinus Galaxie

The$diversity$of$dusty$AGN$tori$

Results$from$the$VLTI/MIDI$AGN$Large$Programme$

$

Leonard$Burtscher$and$the$MIDI$AGN$LP$team$

$

$

==$Motivation$==$

$

The$MidBInfrared$interferometric$Instrument$(MIDI)$at$the$Very$Large$Telescope$

Interferometer$(VLTI)$is$worldwide$unique$to$resolve$what$is$commonly$referred$to$as$

the$"torus"$in$Active$Galactic$Nuclei$(AGNs).$It$is$made$responsible$for$the$type$1$(broadB

line)$/$type$2$(narrowBline)$dichotomy$in$AGNs$and$perhaps$plays$a$crucial$role$in$the$

feeding$of$the$central$superBmassive$black$hole.$

$

By$interferometrically$combining$two$of$the$large$Unit$Telescopes,$AGNs$with$midB

infrared$fluxes$as$faint$as$~$100$mJy$can$be$studied$and$structures$as$small$as$~$5$mas$

are$detected.$The$two$brightest$southern$sources$in$the$midBinfrared$wavelength$range$

(8BB13$micron)$BB$NGC$1068$and$the$Circinus$galaxy$BB$have$now$been$observed$in$great$

detail$and$reveal$complex$morphologies$on$(subB)parsec$scales$(see$Fig.$1).$

$

B~B~B$

$

Fig.$1$BB$Image$of$the$most$recent$threeBcomponent$model$using$over$150$individual$

MIDI$measurements$of$both$the$visibility$amplitude$and$differential$phase$from$the$

Circinus$galaxy$(Tristram$et$al.,$A&A,$submitted).$The$model$shows$three$components$

that$can$be$separated$with$MIDI$data:$an$extended$emission$with$a$Silicate$depth$

gradient$(purpleBBgreen$with$purple$being$deeper$Silicate$feature),$a$highly$inclined$

disk,$coincident$with$water$maser$emission$(redBgreenBblue$line)$and$an$unresolved$

spot,$perhaps$from$the$base$of$the$narrowBline$region.$

B~B~B$

$

However,$these$two$prominent$sources$also$show$marked$differences,$most$notably$has$

hot$dust$(T$~$800$K)$on$parsecBscales$been$detected$in$NGC$1068$while$the$Circinus$

galaxy,$where$a$similar$resolution$is$reached,$seems$to$contain$only$warm$(T$~$300$k)$

Tristram et al.  2014

K. R. W. Tristram et al.: The dusty torus in the Circinus galaxy

MIDI observations of the Circinus galaxy
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Figure 1. uv plane with all MIDI meas-
urements of the Circinus galaxy. The in-
dividual uv points are colour coded ac-
cording to the di↵erent observing epochs.
Successful measurements are shown by
filled circles, failed measurements by open
circles. The full baseline tracks are plot-
ted in grey for all the telescope combina-
tions used and for a minimum elevation of
the Circinus galaxy of 25°. In the baseline
names, U stands for the UTs, A1 to G0
for the stations of the ATs. Regions used
for the comparison of measurements at dif-
ferent epochs are encircled and labelled in
blue (see Sect. 2.3). Note that every meas-
urement appears twice, because the Fourier
transform of a real valued function (such
as the intensity distribution on sky) is her-
mitian.

tribution. However, the properties of the dust components were
poorly constrained and no evidence for hot dust was found.

In this paper, new interferometric observations of the
Circinus galaxy with MIDI in the mid-infrared are presented
in order to shed more light on both the small scale structure of
the dust distribution as well as on the properties of the extended
dust component. The paper is organised as follows: the obser-
vations and data reduction are described in Sect. 2. The results
are discussed in Sect. 3. The description of our modelling of the
brightness distribution and the discussion of the torus properties
are given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, respectively. A summary of the
results is given in Sect. 6.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Observations

The new interferometric observations of the Circinus galaxy
with MIDI were carried out in April 2008 and 2009 as well
as in April and May 2011. MIDI is the mid-infrared interfer-
ometer of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) on
Cerro Paranal in northern Chile (Leinert et al. 2003). It combines
the light of two telescopes and produces spectrally dispersed in-
terferograms in the N-band between 8 and 13 µm. All observa-
tions of the Circinus galaxy were carried out in high sensitiv-
ity (HIGH_SENSE) mode and with the prism (�/�� ⇡ 30) as the
dispersive element. With a few exceptions, the calibrator stars
HD 120404, HD 125687 and HD 150798 were observed with
the Circinus galaxy. Other calibrators observed in the same night
and with the same instrumental setup were only used to determ-
ine the uncertainties of the transfer function (see Sect. 2.2).

The primary quantities measured by MIDI are the correlated
flux spectra Fcor(�) and the di↵erential phases �di↵(�) (di↵er-
ential in wavelength, therefore also called “chromatic phases”)
from the interferometric measurement, as well as the masked
total flux spectra Ftot(�) from the single-dish measurements. Fcor
and �di↵ contain information on the source morphology and de-
pend on the baseline vector (projected baseline length BL and
position angle PA), that is on the projected separation and ori-
entation of the two telescopes. The visibilities V(�) commonly
used in optical/IR interferometry are in principle obtained by
V(�) = Fcor(�)/Ftot(�) (for details on the relation of the quant-
ities for MIDI we refer to Tristram 2007). Each interferometric
measurement determines one point of the Fourier transform of
the brightness distribution of the source in the so-called uv plane.
The actual point measured depends on the projected baseline of
the interferometer, that is on BL and PA. The basic goal of inter-
ferometry is to sample the uv plane as completely as possible in
order to draw inferences on the brightness distribution. To spe-
cifically probe the small scale structures and the more extended
dust in the Circinus galaxy, the new observations were carried
out mainly with two long baselines using pairs of the 8.2 m Unit
Telescopes (UTs) as well as with the shortest baselines of the
VLTI using the 1.8 m Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs).

To increase the sampling of the uv plane and observing ef-
ficiency, we continuously observed the Circinus galaxy by dir-
ectly repeating the interferometry and photometry exposures. In
doing so, the time-consuming acquisition and setup procedures
normally performed when changing sources with MIDI are omit-
ted. Calibrators were only observed at larger intervals in order to
verify the stability of the instrumental and atmospheric trans-
fer function. Using this observing method, an almost continuous

3
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βα

γ

To get images from interferometry you need phases!

!

“Closure Phase“:  

   α + β + γ = 0
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18-11-2009 PDR 

11-07-2011 MoU between          
INSU Paris, OCA + Uni Nice,      
MPIA Heidelberg, MPIfR Bonn, 
NOVA Leiden, Uni Kiel, Uni Wien               
to study, construct and build 
MATISSE 

26-04-2012 FDR

PI Bruno Lopez
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two-telescope MIDI recombination 
scheme, a pairwise co-axial concept  
was considered. The advantage of this 
scheme is the simultaneous delivery of 
two interferometric signals per baseline, 
phase shifted by π. The correlated flux  
is then obtained by subtracting the two 
signals. In this way, the thermal back-
ground level and its associated temporal 
fluctuations are directly eliminated, but 
not the related thermal photon noise. 
However, in spite of good expected effi-
ciency in terms of signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), this scheme displays a number of 
issues when extended from two to four 
telescopes: a possible weakness in the 
stability of the closure-phase measure-
ments and a high instrumental complexity 
due to numerous opto-mechanical ele-
ments required in the cold environment. 
These issues led us to consider multi-
axial global combination as the more 
robust and simpler scheme. 

The multi-axial global beam combination 
scheme (see Figure 2) means that the 
four beams are combined simultaneously 
on the detector. The interferometric fringe 
pattern and the four individual photo-
metric signals receive respectively 67% 
and 33% of the incoming flux. MATISSE 
will observe in three bands simultane-
ously: L, M and N. The signals are spec-
trally dispersed using grisms: spectral 
resolutions of 30 and 220 are provided in 
the N-band and four resolutions in the  
L- and M-bands of 30, 500, 1000 and 
3500–5000. The spatial extent of the 
interferometric pattern is larger than the 
photometric signals in order to optimise 
the sampling of the six different spatial 
fringe periods. The beams are combined 
by the camera optics. At this plane, the 
beam configuration is non-redundant  
in order to produce different spatial fringe 
periods, and thus to avoid crosstalk 
between the fringe peaks in Fourier space. 
The separation Bij between beams i  
and j in the output pupil is respectively 
equal to 3D, 9D and 6D, where D is the 
beam diameter.

regions. These results are interpreted as 
showing that the discs are comprised  
of dense clumps, optically thick even in 
the mid-infrared. Additional puzzling 
observations include the radio galaxy 
Centaurus A, which features a compli-
cated mixture of thermal and synchrotron 
radiation and the quasar 3C273 (Petrov  
et al., 2012) with a BLR that extends 
beyond the inner edge of its dust torus.

MATISSE will allow us, for the first time, 
to reconstruct infrared aperture-synthesis 
images of the nearest AGN — NGC 1068, 
Circinus, and Centaurus A. Their mid-
infrared dust emission in the circum-
nuclear region was too complex for MIDI 
to disentangle and true mapping with 
 closure phases is needed. MATISSE will 
allow the relative astrometry of features  
in these AGN to be probed over its broad 
wavelength range (3–13 µm).

However, to make full use of the potential 
of MATISSE and thus to fully achieve the 
above goals, improvements in the VLTI 
infrastructure are mandatory. In particu-
lar, these concern the decrease of the 
vibration level of the UTs, adaptive optics 
on the ATs, and, most important, the 
availability of a second generation fringe 
tracker (2GFT) for MATISSE. A 2GFT will 

improve the sensitivity, accuracy and 
spectroscopic capability of MATISSE and 
will thus have a direct impact on the sci-
entific potential of the instrument, in the 
following ways:
–  The sensitivity achievable with a 2GFT 

is required for the study of AGNs and 
the discs around young stars. For 
example, with a 2GFT, longer baselines 
can be used to establish the connec-
tions between the high surface bright-
ness inner discs and the asymmetric 
larger components.

–  Higher accuracy is important for clo-
sure-phase imaging in the L-, M- and 
N-bands, which provides constraints  
on the radial and  vertical temperature 
gradient and opacity structure in discs 
of young stars.

–  Medium and high spectral resolution 
interferometry will become feasible.

MATISSE concept

MATISSE uses an all-in-one multi-axial 
beam combination scheme. We con-
cluded that this type of combination is 
the most suitable for an interferometric 
instrument with more than two aper- 
tures and operating in the mid-infrared. 
Initially, based on the efficiency of the 
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Figure 2. The schematic layout of the MATISSE 
instrument concept is shown. The red parts repre-
sent optical elements located on the warm optics 
table at ambient temperature. The blue parts repre-
sent optical elements of the cold optics bench 
located in the cryostats. Only one COB with its ele-
ments and detector is shown.

Lopez B. et al., An Overview of the MATISSE Instrument
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2013 – 2014: Integration @ MPIA: Kryostats+Elektronics 

2014: Integration Cold Optical Bench (COB) from NOVA 

Ende 2014: Kryostats+COB+Elektronics —> OCA Nizza 

2015: Integration with Warm Optical Bench, Alignment 

September 2015: Air conditioning @ OCA Lab fails, 
Entrance windows + some boards damaged 

März 2016: Lab accessible again, Alignment, Tests

12-09-2017: PAE recommends shipping to Paranal.
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30.10. – 6. 12. 2017: Re-Integration in NIH 
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7.12. Transport Kryostats + Elektronik —> VLTI-lab + CCL  
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30.10. – 6. 12. 2017: Re-Integration in NIH 

7.12. Transport Kryostats + Elektronics —> VLTI-lab + CCL  

10. – 15. 12. Cool down and start operation @ VLTI-lab 

Christmas Break: Kept cool under ESOs supervision 

10. – 15.01.2018: Abschluss-Arbeiten MPIA (Lehmitz) 

15.01.2018  PM Pierre Antonelli retires  

 16. 01. – 16.02.2018: Optical Alignment, Tests
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First Light:  18./19. Februar 2018

3.2µm 4 µm
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AIV_Sky:  9. … 26.03.  ATs + UTs  

1A1:   6.–12.05. 7n ATs 

1A2:   19.–22.05. 2n ATs, 2 1/2n UTs 

1B:     8.–21.07.   9n ATs, 5 1/2n UTs 

1C:    20.–24.09.  5n UTs 

1D:    p102 (1.10.2018 – 30.04.2019) 

1E:    p102

Run

⇒ Bericht ➠ ESO

in progress
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Anfang 2019 (p102): “Early Science“  ?n ATs 

Ab 1. 04. 2019: Guaranteed Time Observations:

MATISSE total: 37.5n 4UTs, 173n 4ATs

MPIA Anteil: 26.3 %

Wird von MATISSE Science Group entschieden. 
3 Arbeitsgruppen: 
YSOs/circumstellar disks  (MPIA: Roy vBoekel) 
AGN                                (MPIA: K.M.) 
Evolved Stars                    (none)



Model Circinus galaxy

The$diversity$of$dusty$AGN$tori$

Results$from$the$VLTI/MIDI$AGN$Large$Programme$

$

Leonard$Burtscher$and$the$MIDI$AGN$LP$team$

$

$

==$Motivation$==$

$

The$MidBInfrared$interferometric$Instrument$(MIDI)$at$the$Very$Large$Telescope$

Interferometer$(VLTI)$is$worldwide$unique$to$resolve$what$is$commonly$referred$to$as$

the$"torus"$in$Active$Galactic$Nuclei$(AGNs).$It$is$made$responsible$for$the$type$1$(broadB

line)$/$type$2$(narrowBline)$dichotomy$in$AGNs$and$perhaps$plays$a$crucial$role$in$the$

feeding$of$the$central$superBmassive$black$hole.$

$

By$interferometrically$combining$two$of$the$large$Unit$Telescopes,$AGNs$with$midB

infrared$fluxes$as$faint$as$~$100$mJy$can$be$studied$and$structures$as$small$as$~$5$mas$

are$detected.$The$two$brightest$southern$sources$in$the$midBinfrared$wavelength$range$

(8BB13$micron)$BB$NGC$1068$and$the$Circinus$galaxy$BB$have$now$been$observed$in$great$

detail$and$reveal$complex$morphologies$on$(subB)parsec$scales$(see$Fig.$1).$

$

B~B~B$

$

Fig.$1$BB$Image$of$the$most$recent$threeBcomponent$model$using$over$150$individual$

MIDI$measurements$of$both$the$visibility$amplitude$and$differential$phase$from$the$

Circinus$galaxy$(Tristram$et$al.,$A&A,$submitted).$The$model$shows$three$components$

that$can$be$separated$with$MIDI$data:$an$extended$emission$with$a$Silicate$depth$

gradient$(purpleBBgreen$with$purple$being$deeper$Silicate$feature),$a$highly$inclined$

disk,$coincident$with$water$maser$emission$(redBgreenBblue$line)$and$an$unresolved$

spot,$perhaps$from$the$base$of$the$narrowBline$region.$

B~B~B$

$

However,$these$two$prominent$sources$also$show$marked$differences,$most$notably$has$

hot$dust$(T$~$800$K)$on$parsecBscales$been$detected$in$NGC$1068$while$the$Circinus$

galaxy,$where$a$similar$resolution$is$reached,$seems$to$contain$only$warm$(T$~$300$k)$

12.5 µm

3.6 µm
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MIDI observations of the Circinus galaxy
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Figure 1. uv plane with all MIDI meas-
urements of the Circinus galaxy. The in-
dividual uv points are colour coded ac-
cording to the di↵erent observing epochs.
Successful measurements are shown by
filled circles, failed measurements by open
circles. The full baseline tracks are plot-
ted in grey for all the telescope combina-
tions used and for a minimum elevation of
the Circinus galaxy of 25°. In the baseline
names, U stands for the UTs, A1 to G0
for the stations of the ATs. Regions used
for the comparison of measurements at dif-
ferent epochs are encircled and labelled in
blue (see Sect. 2.3). Note that every meas-
urement appears twice, because the Fourier
transform of a real valued function (such
as the intensity distribution on sky) is her-
mitian.

tribution. However, the properties of the dust components were
poorly constrained and no evidence for hot dust was found.

In this paper, new interferometric observations of the
Circinus galaxy with MIDI in the mid-infrared are presented
in order to shed more light on both the small scale structure of
the dust distribution as well as on the properties of the extended
dust component. The paper is organised as follows: the obser-
vations and data reduction are described in Sect. 2. The results
are discussed in Sect. 3. The description of our modelling of the
brightness distribution and the discussion of the torus properties
are given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, respectively. A summary of the
results is given in Sect. 6.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Observations

The new interferometric observations of the Circinus galaxy
with MIDI were carried out in April 2008 and 2009 as well
as in April and May 2011. MIDI is the mid-infrared interfer-
ometer of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) on
Cerro Paranal in northern Chile (Leinert et al. 2003). It combines
the light of two telescopes and produces spectrally dispersed in-
terferograms in the N-band between 8 and 13 µm. All observa-
tions of the Circinus galaxy were carried out in high sensitiv-
ity (HIGH_SENSE) mode and with the prism (�/�� ⇡ 30) as the
dispersive element. With a few exceptions, the calibrator stars
HD 120404, HD 125687 and HD 150798 were observed with
the Circinus galaxy. Other calibrators observed in the same night
and with the same instrumental setup were only used to determ-
ine the uncertainties of the transfer function (see Sect. 2.2).

The primary quantities measured by MIDI are the correlated
flux spectra Fcor(�) and the di↵erential phases �di↵(�) (di↵er-
ential in wavelength, therefore also called “chromatic phases”)
from the interferometric measurement, as well as the masked
total flux spectra Ftot(�) from the single-dish measurements. Fcor
and �di↵ contain information on the source morphology and de-
pend on the baseline vector (projected baseline length BL and
position angle PA), that is on the projected separation and ori-
entation of the two telescopes. The visibilities V(�) commonly
used in optical/IR interferometry are in principle obtained by
V(�) = Fcor(�)/Ftot(�) (for details on the relation of the quant-
ities for MIDI we refer to Tristram 2007). Each interferometric
measurement determines one point of the Fourier transform of
the brightness distribution of the source in the so-called uv plane.
The actual point measured depends on the projected baseline of
the interferometer, that is on BL and PA. The basic goal of inter-
ferometry is to sample the uv plane as completely as possible in
order to draw inferences on the brightness distribution. To spe-
cifically probe the small scale structures and the more extended
dust in the Circinus galaxy, the new observations were carried
out mainly with two long baselines using pairs of the 8.2 m Unit
Telescopes (UTs) as well as with the shortest baselines of the
VLTI using the 1.8 m Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs).

To increase the sampling of the uv plane and observing ef-
ficiency, we continuously observed the Circinus galaxy by dir-
ectly repeating the interferometry and photometry exposures. In
doing so, the time-consuming acquisition and setup procedures
normally performed when changing sources with MIDI are omit-
ted. Calibrators were only observed at larger intervals in order to
verify the stability of the instrumental and atmospheric trans-
fer function. Using this observing method, an almost continuous

3
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4UT – full night:
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